TEXT MESSAGE PRICE GOUGING:
A PERFECT STORM OF TACIT COLLUSION†
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INTRODUCTION

Among the revolutionary changes in personal communications over the last several decades is one that has us all twiddling our thumbs while we should be shaking our heads. Text messaging, or Short Messaging Service (SMS), has exploded in a little over a decade from an obscure feature to the most common mobile communications tool.1 Meanwhile,† This article was selected as the winner of the 2009 Silicon Flatirons Writing Competition, sponsored by Faegre & Benson LLP. * J.D. Candidate, University of Colorado (2010) and Lead Production Editor, Journal on Telecommunications and High Technology Law. Thanks to Jason Sharman for his persistent and thorough help in editing versions of this article and Faegre & Benson for sponsoring the Silicon Flatirons Writing Competition.

1. In the fourth quarter of 2007, the number of text messages sent eclipsed phone calls for American wireless phone subscribers for the first time. Alex Mindlin, Letting Our Fingers Do the Talking, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2008, at C4, available at
wireless providers have been reaping windfall profits, with predicted SMS revenues of between $60 billion and $80 billion worldwide in 2007.2

During this explosion of use, the normal protections of antitrust law and regulatory oversight has failed to protect consumers from overpaying for each text message they send. In particular, courts are unable to effectively deal with oligopoly markets under current antitrust law. Additionally, the wireless providers have persuaded the FCC that competition in the wireless market is effectively constraining prices and convinced consumers that text messaging is a premium service, thus averting price regulation and consumer backlash.

In Part I, this note will first analyze text message pricing to show how consumers are overcharged relative to other wireless services. Part II will examine how the text messaging market became a concentrated market with only a few national wireless carriers. Part III will provide economic background for how competition, antitrust law, and regulatory oversight should protect consumers from price gouging. Part IV will describe the inability of the traditional focus of antitrust law on evidence of conspiracy to deal effectively with oligopoly markets and explores alternative economic approaches. Part V analyzes the text messaging market under an economic approach to antitrust conspiracy liability. Finally, Part VI discusses how the FCC has not fulfilled its mission to provide consumers effective competition and efficient use of spectrum with regards to text messaging. I suggest that FCC regulation of text messaging is warranted because of the difficulties of antitrust enforcement.

I. TEXT MESSAGE PRICING

A. History of Text Message Pricing

The ability to send short text messages was incorporated into the technical specifications for the 2G digital Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) standard, with commercial services launched using GSM in 1993. Initially, providers did not predict that text messaging would catch on as a way for users to send messages to each other and had not made networks interoperable for text messaging, nor put in place billing mechanisms that would prevent fraud.3

In the US, interoperability between carriers was not fully achieved

until 2002, at which point text messaging was priced at between 5 and 10 cents per message on a pay-per-use (PPU) basis. By 2005, text messages were commonly priced at 10 cents per message. In October of 2006, Sprint raised the PPU price to 15 cents. By June of 2007, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon matched the higher price. In October of 2007, Sprint again was the first wireless provider to raise the PPU price, this time to 20 cents. In March of 2008, both Verizon and AT&T followed suit. In August of 2008, T-Mobile raised its PPU price to 20 cents to match the other three nation-wide providers.

These text message price increases did not escape the attention of legislators worried about the anticompetitive effects of consolidation in the wireless market. On September 9, 2008, Herb Kohl (D-Wis.), the Senate Antitrust Committee Chairman, sent a letter to executives of the top four wireless companies expressing concern about recent price increases for text messages. In the letter, Senator Kohl directly questioned whether increased rates were “a reflection of a decrease in competition, and an increase in market power.” Additionally, Senator Kohl repeated a contention of some industry experts that “these increased rates do not appear to be justified by any increases in the costs associated with text messaging services.” While not directly alleging collusion in text message pricing, Senator Kohl noted that “it appears that each of [the top four wireless] companies has changed the price for text messaging at nearly the same time, with identical price increases. This conduct is hardly consistent with the vigorous price competition we hope to see in a competitive marketplace.” In the letter, Senator Kohl asks for a comparison of prices charged for text messages and other services, as well as an explanation of how each particular carrier’s price structure is
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different from their main competitors. In part prompted by the inquiry of Senator Kohl, twenty class action lawsuits have been filed alleging price fixing for text messages.

B. Text Messaging Price Comparison

A good starting point for determining if the price of text messaging is reasonable is to compare the price of text message service with voice service for wireless phones. To compare text messaging and voice service, I first normalize the data transferred in a voice call and a text message to a common unit of data, then compare the price of voice and text messaging service for the common unit of data.

A modern digital wireless phone does not transmit voice signals continuously; instead, small chunks of voice data are recorded, digitized, and compressed. For example, a phone might process twenty millisecond chunks of voice data at a time and then transmit them separately in packets. A conversation consists of a constant flow of packets, each of which is digitized, compressed, transmitted, and decoded in real-time, so a user doesn’t notice their phone call is chopped up into thousands of tiny fragments.

The amount of data in each packet is determined by the frequency range in the caller’s voice that is transmitted and the resolution of the digitized signal. Typically, to provide acceptable voice quality, a minimum cutoff frequency (the highest frequency of the caller’s voice that is transmitted) of around 4 KHz is required, and because the sampling frequency must be twice the cutoff frequency, the sampling frequency is a minimum of about 8 KHz. A sampling resolution of 8 bits captures enough of the signal to reproduce an acceptable voice transmission. Thus, with a sampling frequency of 8 KHz and a resolution of 8 bits, the sampled digital signal would have a data rate of 64 kbps (kilobits per second). In a wireless phone, this 64-kbps signal is then compressed dramatically and transmitted at a variable rate depending on the requirements of the caller’s voice. Using an advanced compression algorithm such as coded excited linear prediction (CELP), transmission rates will vary between 1.2 kbps and 14.4 kbps with an average between 4 kbps and 7 kbps depending on desired voice quality.
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In comparison, a standard SMS message is limited to 140 bytes (160 7-bit characters). Thus, to transmit a single text message a cellular phone must send slightly more than one quarter of the amount of data contained in the average second of voice transmission. Also, in terms of the cellular phone infrastructure, a text message is much less of a burden because it is not time-critical. In fact, cellular providers typically do not guarantee the delivery of text messages at all, much less within a given period of time or real-time as is the requirement for voice transmission.18

Determining the cost of voice service is complicated by differentiated calling plans offered by wireless providers, including some plans with unlimited minutes and family plans that combine minutes across several individuals.19 While price differentiation means that customers pay different rates for voice service based on quantity of service purchased, the average revenue per minute (RPM) for the wireless industry provides a good baseline for the price charged to customers of voice data transmission.20 In 2007, the average industry wide voice RPM was 5 cents.21 Similarly, wireless phone providers offer differentiated plans for text messaging.22 These options include PPU, a fixed monthly fee for a limited number of text messages, or a higher fee for unlimited text messages per month.23 In 2007, the FCC estimated the average industry wide revenue per text message (RPT), taking into account the differentiated service plans, was 2.5 cents.24

Figure 1 compares per-kilobit revenue for voice service with per-kilobit revenue for a PPU price of 20 cents and for 2007 average wireless industry RPT.25 Figure 1 assumes a text message using the maximum of 160 characters, which is very rarely the case. If the length of an average text message were factored in, the difference in revenue would increase by at least a factor of two, possibly more.26 Compared to the average revenue for voice service, the revenue for a text message priced at 20 cents is over 800 times more per kilobyte, even assuming a user

---
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26. A non-scientific study of 50 recent messages sent from my iPhone resulted in an average of approximately 65 characters per message (users without a full keyboard will tend to use fewer characters).
maximizes the message length. Even the average revenue for text messages is over 100 times more per kilobyte than the average revenue for voice service.

Comparing the price of text messaging to other data services also shows that consumers are overcharged for texting. For example, a Verizon Wireless customer pays $1.99 per megabyte for data services if they do not have an unlimited data plan.27 This is close to 90 times cheaper than the PPU price of 20 cents even if the sender used the entire 160 character limit for each message. Compared to Verizon’s text message plans, per megabyte pricing of data is also a bargain. Verizon charges $1.99 for the equivalent of 7,489 text messages if those bytes are “data,” but $5 for only 250 text messages if those bytes are considered “text.”28 Moreover, during the same time period that text message PPU pricing has been increasing, pricing for mobile data has been going down dramatically.29

This comparison also raises a few questions of its own. What is the difference between text messages and data? How can a provider charge more for bytes because they are “text” bytes instead of “data” bytes? How

---

29. For example, in 2003, AT&T charged $7.99 per month for one MB of data, and currently charges $60 for 5 GB per month, or 12 cents per MB. Eighth CMRS Report, supra note 4, ¶ 136 n.458; AT&T, PDAs and Smartphones - Data Only, http://www.wireless.att.com/cell-phone-service/cell-phone-plans/pda-personal-plans.jsp.
can a provider have a separate charge, as does AT&T, for text messages over and on top of an unlimited data plan?\textsuperscript{30}

It turns out that the difference between “data” and “text” may be that “text” costs even less for the providers to transmit than other data. Text messages are typically sent on what is called the “control channel,” which carries control information between a handset and a base station.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, in reality, while charging a premium for the service, sending a text message costs the wireless provider almost nothing.\textsuperscript{32}

To illustrate the exorbitant cost of texting, various commentators have calculated that the price of bandwidth for text messaging is 15 to 60 million times more expensive than bandwidth purchased from an Internet service provider, 200 times more expensive than using the United States Postal Service to hand-deliver a written message, and four times more expensive than receiving scientific data from the Hubble space telescope.\textsuperscript{33}

II. TEXT MESSAGING MARKET BACKGROUND

Initially, the FCC believed that the wireless telephony market was a natural monopoly, but through the rulemaking process eventually adopted a duopoly system by issuing two competing licenses in each service area.\textsuperscript{34} The duopoly system showed the promise of wireless telephone communications, but service was expensive and fragmented.\textsuperscript{35} The FCC brought more competition to the market by allocating additional spectrum to wireless technology through a rulemaking process begun in 1990.\textsuperscript{36} As additional entry in the market was facilitated by the new licenses, merger activity was at the same time stitching together the new licenses into larger networks.\textsuperscript{37} By 2001, mergers had consolidated 85% of the wireless market share in six national wireless providers.\textsuperscript{38} Before 2001, the FCC regulated competition in the wireless industry with “spectrum caps” that limited the amount of spectrum any one

\textsuperscript{30} For example, text messaging is not included in the unlimited data plans available with the iPhone. AT&T Wireless, iPhone 3G What You Need to Know, http://www.wireless.att.com/cell-phone-service/specials/iphone-info.jsp.
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provider could have in a particular geographic area. In 2001, the FCC found that there was “meaningful economic competition” in urban wireless markets and decided to “sunset” the spectrum caps by 2003. The FCC decided “that we should move from the use of inflexible spectrum aggregation limits to case-by-case review of spectrum aggregation and enforcement of other safeguards applicable to such carriers based on evidence of misconduct.”

In 1993, when Congress created a statutory category for wireless services to promote consistent regulation, it established the promotion of competition as a fundamental goal of regulatory policy. In the FCC’s Thirteenth Annual Report and Analysis of Competitive Market Conditions With Respect to Commercial Mobile Services, the FCC concluded that “there is effective competition in the [commercial wireless communications] market.” The FCC does not regulate rates of wireless providers because it found that “effective competition” was providing low prices to US wireless consumers.

To support a finding of effective competition, the FCC noted that 95% of the US population is able to choose from at least three mobile carriers and more than 60% of the U.S. population is served by five or more carriers. However, one of the primary benefits of a wireless phone is the ability to use your own phone when you travel, preferably using your own carrier’s network to prevent roaming charges. At the end of 2007, only four wireless carriers were considered to provide “nation-wide” coverage. In effect, nation-wide wireless service is an oligopoly market with the four largest wireless carriers serving close to 85% of subscribers.
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47. In contrast to a monopoly, where one firm controls output in the relevant market, an oligopoly refers to a small number of firms that produce either all or enough output in the relevant market to affect price. ROBERT PITOFSKY, HARVEY J. GOLDSCHMID & DIANE P. WOOD, TRADE REGULATION 490 (5th ed. 2003).
III. COMPETITIVE, MONOPOLY, AND OLIGOPOLY MARKETS

In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost. As each firm in the perfectly competitive market strives to maximize profits in the face of competition, each firm lowers its price and increases its output until the market price is equal to the marginal cost of an additional unit. In the perfectly competitive market, each firm is a price taker, meaning that it faces a perfectly elastic demand curve; if it raises its price the competing firms take all its sales. In contrast, a monopolist is not a price taker because no other firms are competing, and he will set price to maximize profit. In general, this means the monopolist will raise the price above the competitive level, and correspondingly reduce output and thus reduce the cost of producing the goods until his profit is maximized.

Monopoly pricing and corresponding output reduction results in two types of inefficiencies, deadweight loss and wealth transfer to the monopolist. Deadweight loss refers to loss of value to the overall economy of the product at the competitive price, resulting in substitutions of inferior or costlier alternatives. Wealth transfer to the monopolist results in both economic inefficiencies and a higher profit to the monopolist than is warranted based on the real economic value of its goods or services to society.

While competition in a free market is the best way to ensure low cost goods and services and a wide range of choice for consumers, free markets without oversight may for a variety of reasons result in monopoly. For example, a market may be a “natural monopoly,” which occurs when the market is served at lower cost by one firm instead of multiple firms. Traditional telephone service was long considered a natural monopoly because once the majority of the infrastructure is built the cost of adding an additional customer is small, and therefore the marginal cost continues to decline over the entire market. Alternately,
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several firms can form a cartel, agreeing that instead of competing, they will use their combined market power to achieve monopoly pricing for the cartel members. To effectively maintain monopoly pricing, a formal cartel needs the ability to detect cartel members selling below the monopoly price (cheating), and sanction them through economic or other means.

While a monopolist controls output and pricing itself because it is the only seller in a relevant market, an oligopoly is a small number of sellers who dominate a market. Collusion among oligopolists can achieve monopoly pricing by leveraging the combined market power of the sellers as a group into an effective monopoly. While collusion might occur in an unconcentrated market, oligopoly markets facilitate collusion because it is easier to coordinate among a smaller group of sellers to maintain monopoly pricing. Conversely, with a large number of sellers, maintaining coordinated action is difficult because the firms attempting to control pricing using a cartel will not be able to effectively police many firms from cheating on the cartel.

For at least fifty years, economists and antitrust scholars have recognized that, in an oligopoly market, sellers can also coordinate an agreement to raise prices above a competitive level through “tacit collusion,” using market signals in the place of direct communication to coordinate price controls. Tacit collusion in an oligopoly market is both more durable and more difficult to detect than explicit price fixing agreements. To maintain an anticompetitive price, an oligopoly must both establish a higher price and enforce adherence to the higher price in the face of the pressure on each oligopolist to increase their short term profits by cheating. Even highly concentrated oligopolies may find it difficult to enforce a formal agreement where structural conditions create
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63. I adopt Judge Posner’s term “tacit collusion.” Synonymous terms include “conscious parallelism,” or “oligopolistic interdependence.” POSNER, supra note 52, at 52–53.
64. See, e.g., Donald F. Turner, The Definition of Agreement Under the Sherman Act: Conscious Parallelism and Refusals to Deal, 75 HARV. L. REV. 655, 661 (1962) (“[E]conomic theory has suggested that this kind of noncompetitive behavior might well arise in an ‘oligopoly’ situation (i.e., where sellers are ‘few’) without overt communication or agreement, but solely through a rational calculation by each seller of what the consequences of his price decision would be, taking into account the probable or virtually certain reactions of his competitors.”); POSNER, supra note 52, at 52 (“[I]n some circumstances competing sellers might be able to coordinate their pricing without conspiring in the usual sense of the term—that is, without any overt or detectable acts of communication.”).
a powerful incentive to cheat. However, in cartels without a formal agreement, repeated iterations of establishing a consensus price through market signals give oligopolists confidence in each other and therefore tacit arrangements do not require constant policing on the part of the oligopolists to prevent cheating. Additionally, tacit collusion is more difficult to detect and prosecute because there is no direct evidence that a monopoly price has been fixed.

The primary tools the government has to prevent the anticompetitive effects of monopoly pricing are regulation and antitrust law. Antitrust law counters monopolization by attempting to structurally enforce competitive markets, thereby resulting in competitive pricing. Regulation, in contrast, may either attempt to promote competitive markets through enforcement of structural requirements, or directly set prices to a level deemed competitive through rate regulation.

IV. ANTITRUST LAW AND THE OLIGOPOLY PROBLEM

Against the backdrop of increasing industry concentration and market power wielded by trusts, Congress passed the Sherman Act as a remedial statute, arming antitrust enforcers with federal statutory law to combat restraints of trade. Congress broke the Sherman Act into two sections, one targeting collusive practices and the other abuse of monopoly power by a single firm. To provide authority to fight collusion among competitors, the "supreme evil of antitrust," Section 1 prohibits every "contract, combination . . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade . . . ." While unenforceable under common law, the Sherman Act affirmatively rendered contracts in restraint of trade illegal.

A. The Scope of Agreement Under the Sherman Act

The intentional brevity of the Sherman Act left the scope of what constitutes an illegal agreement up to the flexible interpretation of the courts. In a line of cases punctuated by United States v. Socony-Vacuum
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Oil Co., the Supreme Court established the principle that price-fixing agreements between competitors are per se illegal under the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{77} Hand in hand with the initial focus of Section 1 enforcement on formal cartels and horizontal price fixing was an evidentiary dependence on finding a conspiracy between the parties.\textsuperscript{78} This focus was a logical extension of the courts' criminal conspiracy experience and adaptation from other areas of law to finding evidentiary facts related to the parties.\textsuperscript{79} Section 1 enforcement has been largely effective in eliminating formal cartels in restraint of trade.\textsuperscript{80} However, the focus on evidence of conspiracy and lack of economic analysis left the federal courts ill-equipped to deal with the paradox of noncompetitive prices arising from apparently independent business behavior that is a result of tacit collusion.

One of the first Section 1 cases to reach the Supreme Court without an explicit horizontal agreement was \textit{Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. United States}, in which the managers of two chains of first run theaters sent identical letters to eight film distributors demanding that the distributors only release new movies to subsequent run theaters operating under certain price conditions.\textsuperscript{81} The eight distributors imposed the conditions on subsequent run theaters in several cities served by the chains of first run theaters.\textsuperscript{82}

While the government presented no direct evidence of agreements between the distributors, the Supreme Court held that the separate agreements violated Section 1 as an implicit agreement in restraint of trade.\textsuperscript{83} In its decision, the Court recognized that an unlawful agreement could occur without express collusion.\textsuperscript{84} The letters from the first run theaters were an invitation to collude, and “[i]t was enough that, knowing that concerted action was contemplated and invited, the distributors gave their adherence to the scheme and participated in it.”\textsuperscript{85} Therefore, because the chains of first-run theaters had facilitated the collusion, \textit{Interstate Circuit} was not a pure tacit collusion case.\textsuperscript{86}

\textsuperscript{77} 310 U.S. 150, 218 (1940). \textit{See also} \textit{Addyston Pipe}, 85 F. at 301–02; Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey \textit{v. U.S.}, 221 U.S. 1, 50–52 (1911); U.S. \textit{v. Trenton Potteries Co.}, 273 U.S. 392, 396 (1927).
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A few years later, the Supreme Court appeared to support the idea that pure tacit collusion could provide the basis for a conspiracy under the Sherman Act. In *American Tobacco Co. v. United States*, the Court upheld a jury verdict of a conspiracy to restrain trade and monopolize by three tobacco companies that dominated the cigarette manufacturing market based on circumstantial and economic evidence. The evidence cited by the Court as showing that the tobacco companies had conspired to fix prices and exclude competition in the cigarette market included identical list and discount prices, and lock-step price increases of the leading cigarette brands from each manufacturer. The Court repeated that “[n]o formal agreement is necessary to constitute an unlawful conspiracy.” The evidence of concerted action taken by the cigarette manufacturers provided sufficient proof to infer a conspiracy under the Sherman Act.

However, only a few years later the Supreme Court retreated from finding Section 1 liability based on tacit collusion. In a case reminiscent of *Interstate Circuit*, nine film distributors all in turn refused to grant first run exhibition rights to a new theater located in a suburban shopping center. The Court distinguished between independent business decisions and agreement, holding that if the conduct of the defendants could be a result of legitimate independent business decisions, no Section 1 claim could be maintained.

Despite the influence of the “Chicago School” of economics on antitrust law, the Supreme Court has maintained its emphasis on evidence of an agreement in tacit collusion cases. The dichotomy between the Court’s approaches with respect to facilitating practices and tacit collusion illustrates the Court’s continuing reliance on evidence of an agreement in Section 1 cases.

In *United States v. Container Corp. of America*, the Court held that exchange of information, as a facilitating practice of collusion, could constitute a Section 1 violation. The defendants in *Container Corp.* provided information to each other regarding recent prices charged or quoted for orders of corrugated containers. Although not expressly

---
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finding such exchanges of information per se unlawful, the Court reasoned that “[t]he exchange of price data tends toward price uniformity.” In United States v. United States Gypsum Co., the Court clarified that “rule of reason” analysis applies for exchange of price data and other information between competitors. Thus, where the plaintiff pleads a claim based on a facilitating practice, the Court will conduct a rule of reason analysis to determine if the practice had the purpose or effect of fixing or stabilizing prices.

In contrast, the Court has developed a high standard for pleading an antitrust conspiracy through parallel conduct that requires a plaintiff to produce evidence showing that the defendant’s conduct is inconsistent with independent business behavior. This requirement stems from reluctance by the Court to proscribe independent action or interfere with the rights of the business community. Recently, the Supreme Court has reaffirmed its stand against allowing tacit collusion to support a Sherman Act offense where parallel behavior may be explained by rational business strategy.

Thus, the current state of Supreme Court jurisprudence acknowledges that tacit collusion can be a conspiracy in violation of Section 1, but requires a court to tease out so-called “plus factors” that show that the alleged anticompetitive behavior could not be a result of independent behavior. It is not surprising that this fine distinction has led to a confused series of opinions when lower courts attempt to interpret what evidence would differentiate a tacit agreement from independent conduct.

B. Economics-Based Approaches to Antitrust Enforcement

The Supreme Court’s lack of success in developing workable guidelines for antitrust liability in oligopoly markets rests in part on a failure to link antitrust culpability to an economic model of oligopoly behavior. Based on more refined economic analysis of oligopoly markets including the influence of game theory, several authorities have proposed economic approaches that distinguish culpable behavior of

95. Id. at 337.
97. Id. at 435.
99. See id. at 761.
100. See Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 554 (2007) (“The inadequacy of showing parallel conduct or interdependence, without more, mirrors the ambiguity of the behavior: consistent with conspiracy, but just as much in line with a wide swath of rational and competitive business strategy unilaterally prompted by common perceptions of the market.”).
The economic approach to collusion proposed by Judge Richard Posner makes no distinction between a formal cartel and a purely tacit meeting of the minds, and attempts to detect and prove collusion based on economic factors and evidence. Judge Posner’s approach examines the factors that affect the costs and benefits of collusion to determine a market’s susceptibility to collusion, and therefore the amount of communication necessary for effective collusion.

In encouraging adoption of an economics-based approach to antitrust enforcement, Judge Posner points to empirical evidence showing that many Justice Department actions have targeted harmless attempts at price fixing which did not raise consumer prices to a level that would allow a private plaintiff to prove any damages. Thus, using a “cops and robbers” approach is “most successful against those conspiracies that are least likely to succeed.” Judge Posner argues that his purely economic approach goes “beyond the cops and robbers approach to price fixing and, in doing so, incidentally [solves] the problem of how to deter purely tacit collusion.”

V. ANTITRUST ANALYSIS OF TEXT MESSAGING

While the above analysis shows that pricing of text messaging services does not appear to reflect vigorous competition among wireless providers, antitrust law requires that a plaintiff prove that price gouging is a result of anticompetitive behavior. We may never know whether executives in the wireless oligopoly met in a smoke filled room and agreed to raise text message rates. However, in this section I analyze economic factors that would indicate whether text message price gouging is a result of competitive market forces or anticompetitive practices. Even without a formal agreement, if text message price gouging is a result of tacit collusion among wireless providers, it should be recognized as an illegal agreement in restraint of trade under Section 1 of the Sherman Act.

A. Text Messaging Market Definition

The ultimate goal of antitrust enforcement is to prevent the unlawful exercise of market power. Defining the relevant market

103. POSNER, supra note 52, at 60, 69.
104. Id.
105. Id. at 54 n.3.
107. POSNER, supra note 52, at 61.
provides the analytical framework to calculate market power, and therefore is fundamental to determining if business conduct is an abuse of market power and harmful to consumers.109 To define the relevant market, “the court must determine which products compete with the defendant’s product and thus limit or prevent the exercise of market power.”110

Typically markets are defined by the principle of the hypothetical monopoly, which states that a market should be defined as the smallest group of products that could be profitably restricted by a monopolist.111 For these markets, the small but significant and non-transitory increase in price (SSNIP) test is used to measure market power through elasticity of demand.112

However, telecommunications markets are composed of complementary services that are not consumed independently.113 For these types of markets, the conventional market definition tests do not work because the elasticity of demand for the component services cannot be separated.114 Thus, the SSNIP test will produce more narrowly defined markets than necessary because the individual elasticity of demand is lower (more inelastic) for each component than the overall bundle of services. For example, most consumers would not switch phone plans because of a SSNIP in the price of text messaging alone, if the cost of complementary services remains equal between carriers. Additionally, the typical two-year contracts that wireless carriers require consumers to sign complicates the elasticity of demand measurements due to a SSNIP in the price of text messaging. While consumers may be able to avoid early termination fees because of an increase in text message pricing, this likely is not clearly understood by many consumers and consumers will be reluctant to switch providers if they might face additional charges for doing so in the middle of their contracts.115

Because consumers buy a bundle of services, different markups for different services can be misleading indicators of market power.116 Wireless providers selling bundled services will increase the markup on

109. Id. at 697.
113. Id. at 59.
114. Id.
116. Gual, supra note 112, at 60.
those services facing less elasticity of demand.\textsuperscript{117} Therefore, a high markup alone in one component of bundled services does not necessarily indicate an abuse of market power.\textsuperscript{118}

However, credible evidence that the price of a particular service could be raised above the competitive level may imply that the service is a relevant product market for antitrust analysis.\textsuperscript{119} In the context of competing local exchange carriers, the FCC provided the example, “if the price/cost ratio for a particular interexchange service is four times that of the price/cost ratio for all other interexchange services, that may constitute credible evidence of a lack of competitive performance.”\textsuperscript{120} As described above, text message pricing exceeds other wireless services by factors in the range of fifty to several hundred. Therefore, because the text messaging market shows strong evidence of a lack of competitive performance, it should be examined separately from other wireless services for the purpose of antitrust analysis.

Additionally, if text messaging is priced at a monopoly level, some consumers will shift to alternatives with higher costs to society. For example, if a consumer does not want to pay the monopoly price for text messaging, they can use voice communication only. This consumer will waste more of their time in communication and potentially tie up more spectrum than necessary, both costs to society. Thus, monopoly pricing of text messaging results in deadweight loss regardless of competition in wireless services overall.

### B. An Economic Analysis of the Text Messaging Market

Using the economic approach suggested by Judge Posner to police tacit collusion, efforts at enforcement would follow a two step analysis.\textsuperscript{121} First, identify whether the market is susceptible to collusive practices. Examining the market conditions to determine if they are favorable to collusion allows evaluation of ambiguous conduct in context.\textsuperscript{122} Also, market analysis of the benefits and costs of colluding show how specific economic symptoms can indicate effective collusion.\textsuperscript{123} Second, determine if economic evidence shows that collusive pricing has actually occurred.\textsuperscript{124}
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\textsuperscript{120} Id. at n.123.

\textsuperscript{121} POSNER, supra note 52, at 69.

\textsuperscript{122} Id.

\textsuperscript{123} Id. at 61.

\textsuperscript{124} Id. at 69. The second step could be analogized to the Supreme Court’s “plus factor”
1. The Text Messaging Market’s Susceptibility to Collusion

Judge Posner suggests a list of seventeen factors used to determine if the market is favorable to collusion. I have grouped Judge Posner’s seventeen factors into roughly six categories: market concentration, elasticity of demand, barriers to market entry, product characteristics, price information, and antitrust history of the market.125

(1) Market concentration. Two factors of market concentration facilitate collusion; a concentrated market on the selling side and an unconcentrated market on the buying side.126 The text messaging market is characterized by both of these factors.127

On the selling side, wireless service is a concentrated market that should raise a presumptive danger of collusion in the minds of economists and antitrust enforcers. Judge Posner points to widely varying estimates of what level of market concentration would begin to worry economists, with some economists starting to worry with a four firm market share of 45% and others not considering the market highly susceptible to collusion until the four firm market share is 70-80%.128 While this range may be large, the largest four wireless carriers had a market share of over 85% even before the merger of Alltel and Verizon, therefore likely raising fears of collusion in the minds of most economists.

Similarly, by Justice Department merger standards the wireless market is highly concentrated. The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is a measure of market concentration adopted by the Justice Department and the FTC.129 The HHI is calculated by squaring the market shares of each firm, summing the squares, and multiplying by 100.130 Thus, the HHI varies from almost zero in a very atomized market to 10,000 in a perfectly monopolized market.131 The Justice Department divides

required by Twombly. However, the Supreme Court would require a high level of proof “tending to exclude the possibility of independent action.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 554 (2007).

125. Judge Posner’s factors are: “Market concentrated on the selling side;” “No fringe of small sellers;” “Inelastic demand at competitive price;” “Entry takes a long time;” “Buying side of market unconcentrated;” “Standard product;” “Nondurable product;” “The principal firms sell at the same level in the chain of distribution;” “Price competition more important than other forms of competition;” “High ratio of fixed to variable costs;” “Similar cost structures and production processes;” “Demand static or declining over time;” “Prices can be changed quickly;” “Sealed bidding;” “Market is local;” “Cooperative practices;” and “The industry’s antitrust record.” POSNER, supra note 52, at 69–79.
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markets by HHI into “unconcentrated (HHI below 1000), moderately concentrated (HHI between 1000 and 1800), and highly concentrated (HHI above 1800).” In a highly concentrated market with a HHI above 1800, the Justice Department considers “[a]dditional concentration resulting from mergers is a matter of significant competitive concern.” At the end of 2007, even before the Verizon-Alltel merger, the HHI of the wireless market was 2674, well above the level of 1800 that would lead to increased scrutiny of mergers in a highly concentrated market.

Courts would also very likely find that the level of concentration in the wireless market would raise anticompetitive concerns in rule of reason analysis. In *Container Corp.*, the Supreme Court found a marketplace where eighteen companies controlled 90% of the market to be “dominated by relatively few sellers.” The Court found this market concentration to support the finding of a violation based on sharing of price information between competitors.

In *Todd v. Exxon Corp.*, fourteen defendants controlled collectively 80-90% of the relevant market. The court reasoned that that figure was “an extremely high market share by any measure.” While the number of sellers in the market began to push the boundaries of oligopoly, the court reasoned that sophisticated data dissemination could produce anticompetitive effects even among this relatively high number of sellers. Moreover, “a very small handful of firms in a more highly concentrated market may be less likely to require [such sophisticated data dissemination methods].”

Accordingly, the text messaging market is highly concentrated by widely accepted econometric standards. Additionally, because it is dominated by a small number of sellers, the text messaging market is susceptible to collusion without sophisticated information exchange.

A factor that would make collusion more difficult is a fringe of small sellers, because “it makes a difference in a market where the four largest firms have 80 percent of the market whether there is one other firm or ten other firms.” While in the wireless market there are several other providers than the big four, what really matters to restricting the
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power of the oligopoly is the ability of these other firms to increase their output to force price competition. The reason these firms cannot compete directly on price is that they are regional players and either don’t directly compete with the national firms or don’t compete on a national basis.142

(2) Inelastic demand at competitive price. If demand is inelastic at the competitive price, collusion will be particularly attractive because the potential gain of collusion varies inversely with the elasticity of demand.143 Elasticity of demand is difficult to measure, but text messaging has several characteristics that suggest inelasticity at a competitive price. First, the marginal cost is effectively zero, so in a competitive market the price would be close to zero. The demand curve of almost any commodity with a price close to zero is certainly inelastic. Second, even with the current inflated prices for text messaging, the growth and volume of text messages, with a ten-fold increase between 2005 and 2008 in number of text messages and reaching 75 billion during the month of June 2008, indicate a highly inelastic demand curve.144

(3) Barriers to market entry. High barriers to market entry ensure that collusive firms will not face competition. Three factors place a high barrier to entry in the wireless market. First, a potential competitor needs to acquire spectrum. Second, prohibitively high fixed costs impose a large initial investment. The current wireless providers collectively invest more than $20 billion per year just to improve their networks, thus any potential competitor faces an initial investment well into the billions of dollars.145 Lastly, build-out of a complex network takes a long time.

In addition, a potential market entrant is not guaranteed that they will be able to reap the monopoly profits of the current oligopolists. The cartel can reduce their prices to try to drive the newcomer out of business, thus a potential entrant must be able to foresee a profit at a lower price than is currently charged and compete with all offerings of the current wireless providers, including voice and data services.

(4) Product characteristics. Judge Posner suggests examining three factors of the product to assess the risk of collusive pricing, the homogeneity of the product, the durability of the product, and the forms of competition between firms.146 It is more difficult for firms to collude
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the less homogeneous the product, because agreement will be difficult to reach without complex negotiation and it will be difficult for members of the cartel to detect cheating. The durability of the product matters because a seller of a durable product is more tempted to cheat to gain a series of sales related to a durable product than for a one-time sale of a nondurable product. Eliminating price competition more directly yields higher profits where other forms of competition such as warranties and service are less important.

These three factors are all present in the text messaging market. Text messaging is a homogeneous, nondurable product for which price competition is the primary form of competition between vendors.

(5) Price information and adaptation. Factors that Judge Posner argues favor collusion between competing firms include ease and speed of price change, sealed bidding, localized markets, and cooperative practices between sellers. While sealed bidding is not applicable to a consumer product, the concept of the ability of colluders to detect cheating is relevant. Because wireless carriers typically pre-announce rate changes, carriers will not only be able to detect cheating but will have advance notice. Thus, each wireless carrier knows if they were to reduce their price for text messaging in an attempt to undercut the monopoly price the rest of the carriers could follow suit quickly and the cheating firm would not recognize any benefit to cheating.

Judge Posner posits that it is easier for firms to collude in a localized market because market concentration is likely higher in a localized market and sellers may communicate easier. The non-localized nature of the wireless market may cut against probability of collusion, but the ease of communication between competing firms may be increased by the cooperative practices of the industry. In a regulated industry, firms cooperate in lobbying efforts and “[t]he personal relations thus forged and opportunities for communication thus created reduce the cost of collusion.”

(6) Antitrust record of industry. The telephony market in general has a long history of antitrust scrutiny with regards to both exclusionary and collusive conduct, which is, at least, evidence that the structure of the market may favor collusion.

The convergence of these facilitating factors in the text messaging market suggests that it is highly susceptible to collusive practices.
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Therefore, this susceptibility should be used as a lens through which economic evidence is examined to determine if tacit collusion may be the cause of anticompetitive pricing.

2. Direct Economic Evidence of Collusion in the Text Messaging Market

To determine whether collusive practices have actually occurred absent evidence of overt acts of collusion, Judge Posner suggests analyzing fourteen types of relevant economic evidence. Examining the economics of the text messaging market reveals several clues of the types that Judge Posner suggests indicate collusion. The relevant economic evidence that indicates collusion includes marketwide price discrimination, exchange of price information, amplitude and fluctuation of price changes, demand elasticity at the market price, and the level and pattern of profits.

(1) Marketwide price discrimination. Price discrimination is selling at different prices in different sales, usually either on a basis of quantity of the sale, timing, or some other price discrimination factor in an effort to capture the deadweight loss above the marginal cost. While price discrimination “does not support, even weakly, an inference of collusion,” uniform discounts across brands might indicate collusion.

In the text messaging market, it would not be unexpected as a result simply of individual maximizing action to have price discrimination by each service provider in the form of package plans. However, besides the uniform PPU price, the similarity of pricing plans across wireless providers may raise an inference of collusion. For example, all four wireless providers charge $5.00 for between 200 and 300 text messages per month. In addition, Verizon and AT&T both charge $15.00 for 1500 text messages per month and offer unlimited texting plans at $20.00 per month. In a sign that this economic factor did not escape his attention, Senator Kohl, in his letter to the big four wireless carriers, asked each wireless carrier specifically to detail how its rate structure
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differs from competitors, thus allowing comparison of price discrimination across carriers.158

(2) Exchange of price information. In a competitive market, the exchange of price information may improve competition by dispersing knowledge to buyers, but it may have the opposite impact in an oligopoly market. The practice of wireless providers to announce rate increases in advance allows a provider to effectively test the market. If it appears that no one will follow suit, then the provider can back down from the increase.

(3) Amplitude and fluctuation of price changes. Cartels will tend to change price less frequently and make smaller changes to price than will sellers in a competitive market.159 While the size of the hefty price increases to text messages would not indicate collusion, the changes have been relatively infrequent and matched lock-step by each of the major wireless providers. This is one of the main concerns voiced by Senator Kohl in his letter to the wireless executives.160 He describes the industry-wide price increases without a corresponding justification in costs as “particularly alarming.”161

In American Tobacco Co. v. United States, the Supreme Court reasoned that the record of simultaneous price increases for the leading cigarette brands in the face of declining costs and falling demand was circumstantial evidence of a conspiracy.162 While the Court might have misinterpreted the response of a monopolist to falling market demand,163 declining costs or oversupply of a commodity should lead to price cutting, not price increases. In the words of the Ninth Circuit, “[p]rice increases which occur in times of surplus or when the natural expectation would be a general market decline, must be viewed with suspicion.”164

Because the supply of text messaging is almost unlimited, the practical effect on a market should be similar to the oversupply or surplus of a commodity. Therefore, if the text messaging market is competitive, prices should decrease. While it is true that the average revenue per text message decreased between 2005 and 2007,165 the PPU price charged by the four largest providers has doubled since 2005. Even the wireless providers do not claim that the PPU price increases were driven by rising costs.166 The reason for the price increase is likely a scare tactic.
Consumers—especially those with teenage children—are worried about the unwanted surprise of receiving an enormous bill for text usage at the PPU rates. Thus, raising the PPU rates forces consumers into buying plans for more texts per month than they will ever use. These plans guarantee revenue to the wireless providers for a service that has very little associated cost.

That text message prices are not based on cost is not economic evidence of a conspiracy. However, as in American Tobacco, the market-wide price increases for PPU text rates should be viewed as a suspicious economic marker.

(4) Demand elasticity at the market price. In a typical market where total cost varies with output, the theoretical point at which a monopolist maximizes his profit is when marginal revenue equals marginal cost. But if total cost does not vary with output, a different rule will determine the monopoly price. According to this rule the monopolist will raise prices to at least the point at which demand becomes elastic, because if he has set a price at which demand is inelastic, then an increase in price will invariably lead to higher profits. Thus, in a monopoly market where all costs are fixed and marginal cost approaches zero, price is almost purely driven by the inelasticity or elasticity of demand. A monopolist will always raise rates above the inelastic part of the demand curve because he can always increase total revenue unless the demand is elastic. Judge Posner states that “[a]n inference of monopolization could be drawn if demand were elastic at the current price but the product did not have good substitutes as measured by relative cost.”

In the text messaging market, the PPU price increases by all four nation-wide wireless providers have certainly pushed the PPU price towards the elastic part of the demand curve for PPU text service. In addition, while mobile email has risen in popularity, it has not yet become a good substitute for text messaging because virtually all wireless phones have text messaging capability, but far fewer have email capability. Therefore, the raising of per message text rates to a price that starts to make consumers question whether to use text messaging may be a natural result of collusion.

(5) Level and pattern of profits. “In a few cases it may be possible to
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infer collusion from the presence or pattern of abnormally high rates of return.\textsuperscript{173} The text messaging market has risen from a novelty to $80 billion in revenue in little over a decade.\textsuperscript{174} The cellular providers have tried to obscure the true costs of providing text messaging service, but, because the costs are relatively insensitive to volume, one can conclude that the high revenues of text messaging are mostly profit.\textsuperscript{175} In addition, during the time revenue from text messaging has been exploding, the average revenue per minute for voice calls for US carriers has been declining.\textsuperscript{176} Even with a 22% decline in voice revenue per minute in 2005 and a 5% decline in 2006, carriers were able to maintain approximately the same revenue per subscriber by an increase in mobile data revenue, including text messaging.\textsuperscript{177} Thus, wireless carriers have been able to forestall a decline in average revenue per subscriber by increasing revenue from other services such as text messaging.

While no single piece of economic evidence is determinative of the presence of a conspiracy to raise text message prices, the presence of several types of economic evidence that tend to indicate collusion warrant further inquiry. Under a formalistic reading of \textit{Twombly}, antitrust cases against the wireless providers are not likely to get past a motion to dismiss. However, if a court is willing to view the totality of the economic evidence in context, including economic evidence showing that the market is highly susceptible to collusion, it may find enough evidence to allow an action to proceed. If an action does get past a motion to dismiss under \textit{Twombly}, more information on text message pricing may come to light through discovery.

VI. FCC REGULATION OF TEXT MESSAGE PRICING

The overarching policies of fairness and efficiency have been present in the mandate of the FCC since its inception with the passage of the 1934 Communications Act, charging the FCC with the duty “to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States, . . . a rapid, efficient, nationwide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges.”\textsuperscript{178} With regard to text messaging, the FCC has let wireless customers down both with respect to reasonable rates and efficient use of wireless spectrum. Price gouging for text messaging both overcharges customers and suppresses the use of what otherwise could be an even more valuable
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Texting is an efficient form of communication in circumstances when only a short message is necessary, and while text messaging has grown by at least an order of magnitude since 2004, many customers may not adopt its use, or restrict use to prevent having to pay exorbitant fees. Thus, not only has the FCC failed to protect consumers from unreasonable charges by allowing price gouging in text messaging, but consumers are not getting the maximum benefit from efficient use of spectrum regulated by the FCC.

The FCC should examine more closely the economics of data pricing in the wireless market and take responsibility for market conditions that it created as a result of its wireless policy. As a first step, the FCC should set a price cap on PPU rates closer to the marginal cost of the service. Additionally, the FCC should recognize that a byte of data is not somehow different because it is text, and disallow wireless carriers from charging a separate rate for text messaging apart from data service.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of economic evidence indicates that the text messaging market is highly susceptible to collusion, and collusion, either tacit or express, may be the cause of monopoly prices for text messaging. While antitrust action from consumer class action groups or congressional oversight is a possible route to competitive pricing of text messaging, the skeptical view of Supreme Court jurisprudence with regard to accepting tacit collusion as an agreement in restraint of trade under the Sherman Act may prevent a judicial resolution to text message price gouging.

Wireless providers know that the FCC closely examines competition in traditional services, and thus they would be reluctant to collude on pricing for those services. However, by selling text messaging as a premium service to consumers and effectively using competition in voice service to shield extraordinarily high prices for text messaging service, the major wireless providers have been able to reap windfall profits from consumers without close FCC scrutiny. As part of its fulfillment of the obligation to promote competition in the wireless industry the FCC should take action against market conditions in the wireless market that have resulted in anticompetitive prices for text messaging service.
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